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Abstract Problem Solved

Current means-end analysis problem solvers
are not capable of solving problems which have
certain kinds of goal interaction. T1e goal inter-
action problem is described and an example given
on a block stacking task. Finally, mention is
made of a method of using the information ~ainedby
the discovery of goal interactions to guid~ the
search for a problem solution.
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Interacting Goals
STRIPS further assumes that for the ~oalsnot

already true at the time required, the precondi-
tions, which are required to be true for someoper-
ator to be applied to achieve the goal, can all be
made true immediately before the time the goal is

required tc. be true. Again, reversals amon.,:st
these preconditions can be made on failure backup.
Thus, if the preconditions for some operator to

achieve a goal G, are G' l and G' 2' then STRIPS
1. 1. 1.

initially assumes an approach as in figure 3 can

be taken.

A problem is given to a means-end analysis
based problem solvzr, such as STRIPS (Fikes & Ni1s-
son, 1971) and the p18nning part of the HACKER
(Sussman, 1973) syste~) as a conjunctivn of goals

e.g. (Gl & G2)
I

which must be true for the problem to be solved.
Since the individual goals are solyed sequentially,
they must, once achieved, hold together for a per-
iod of time. The time for which an "achieved goal
must remain true will be called the goal's "hold-
ing period". I will illustrate this as in figure
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The horizontal dimension of this "HoldingPeriod" 
diagram represents time during which ac-

tions will be applied in ~ final plan to achieve
the given goals. Approach should be interpreted
as~ if Gl not true achieve it using some operator
se~uence. then do likewise for G2.

FIGURE 3 -

Note that the holding period diagram represents
the goals to be worked upon for ~ chosen opera-
tor sequence. Trere is really a 3rd dimension to
the diagram repr~5enting different choices of

operators.

Reversals allow certain other orderings of
these goals to be attempted. However, limiting
reversals to goals at a particular levpl of the
search tree-hierarchy means that STRIP~ (these ar-
guments also apply to HACKER) can only tackle cer-
tain problems. Specifically, those in wh~chinter-
actions between top level goaL~ can be avoided by
suitable ordering of the goals and the choice of

suitable operator sequences.

STRIPS assumes, in the absence of other in-formation, 
that it can achieve the individual

goals by relevant plan sequences, say, in the ord-
er in which the goals are given (Sussman calls this
a linear assumption). Thus, as shown in figure 1,
it assumes G~ can be solved first by some relevant
plan sequence and then that G2 can be solved by a
plan sequence following on from the first. If
STRIPS can find no way to achieve the goals in the
order given, it is capable of re"ersing the order
it has attempted to ~.chieve goals, which were init-
ially not true, at ti.e failure level (e.g. at the
top level Gl and G2 could be reversed to give an
expected holding period diagram as in figure 2).

Since STRIPS and HACKER also allow attempts
to achieve goals to be repeated if interactions
have occUrred. they can also handle thoseproblems
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in which the interactions leave the world in some
situation from which the interacted goals can bere-achieved. 

STRIPS will often produce longer
than necessary solutions if it repeats attempts
to achieve goals.

Given an initial situation ON(C,A) & CL(C) & CL(B)
as shown in figure 5(a) a goal of ON(A,B) &
ON(B,C) is given as shown in figure 5(b).

(a) (b)Even for very simple worlds, such as the
blocks world used by Sussman, interactions can
occur. To be able to deal with all types of
interaction between a set of goals, we could con-
sider the search space as containing approaches
with every interleaving of the goals and the sub-
goals needed to achieve those goals. Thus, a
holding period diagram and approach as shown in
fig~re 4 is necessary to resolve some types of
intt!raction.

~
\

FIGL'RE 5 -

STRJ:PS can tackle (ON(A.B) & ON(B.C» both of which are
not I:TUe initially. The goals may. at first. be at temp-
ted as shown in the holding period diagram of figure 6.
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t:L(A)-
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not true achieve.nt of CL(8)

CL(8) -+true
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:J:he 3-Bloc~ Probl~
.FIGURE 6 -

The earlier achieved goal (ON(A.B» does not now
hold (its expected holding period is brokeu). but
this is not noticed by STRIPS. and problem solving
proceeds as in figure 7.

The 3-block problem is an example used by
Sussman (1973) in ~is description of HACKER. It
is regarded by HA.;KER as an Anoma~ous Situation.
The problem is useful as it singles out the inter-
action difficulty in a simple task.

A world is described by two predicates ON(x.y) and
CL(x). rrobl~. 5.>lvcd

<*(A,I) -
DOt true

CL(A) .
trueON(x.y) ! The expected holdin&

---+ period i. broken by the

achieve.nt of C-L(I) Co(a) -
t~

asserts block x is on top of the (same
size) blocky.

Note that ON is not transitive.

CL(I) 

"
~t true '

CL(x) asserts block x has a clear top
ORCI,C)
~t true

a.(C) -+
true

There arp two operators:-

PUTON(x.y) CL(C); OIl(I.C); CL(A); CL(I); 011 (A. I)Ii iPUTOII I C i PUTOII A I i1!:11!11f:1 PUTOII(I.C) , 1!:11f:1 PUTOII(A.I) , f:

Approach
Continued rl... Sequence

Ccotinued

FIGURE 7 -

asserts ON(x,y) and deletes CL(y).

If :3u.ON(x,u) before the application
of the operator then assert CL(u) and
delete ON(x,u).

It can be applied if CL(x) and CL(y)
are true. So, STRIPS produces the longer than necessary solu-

tion;-
ACTCL(x)

ACTCL(A). PUTON(A.B). ACTCL(B). PUTON(B.C).
PUTON(A.B).

Attempting the initial goals in the opposite order
would make the final solution longer still. though
if the interactions in the first ordering produced
a situation in which the interacted goals could
subsequently not be achieved. this would be attemp-
ted on failure backup. STRIPS is incapable of pro-
ducing a shorter plan for this problem.

asserts CL(x).

If 3u.ON(u,x) before the application
of the operator then assert CL(u) and
delete ON(u,x) and

repeat if 3v.ON(v,u) etc.

(This operator therefore clears all
blocks from the top of block x.)

It can always be applied.
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an interaction can be used to suggest appropriatecontinuations. 

As an example, the interactions
discovered during attempts to solve the goals Gl &
G2 linearily can lead us to the point, in figure 9,

HACKER has a mechanism, called Protection,
which remembers achieved goals and looks out for
actions which violate them. It would notice that
the previously achieved goal (ON(A,B}) ceased to
hold (as a protection violation) and would try to
reverse the order of the top level goals (to
ON(B,C) & ON(A,B}} at that time. However, another
Protection Violation with the reversed approachwill 

direct the HACKER planner to allow the Pro-
tection to be violated, and the result will be the
same as STRIPS in this example.

Initial 

Situation

GII .
The expected holding
period is broken by
achievement of GZl

Gl-
The search space should have included an ap-

proach as shown in figure 8.
G12 --+
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FIGURE 9 -

where the expected holding period for Gl is broken
by the achievement of a subgoal G21 required for an
ac~ion to achieve G2. We have tried and found that
Gl and GZI cannot both hold together when they have
been .'chieved by some operator sequences in the o~-
der Gl and then GZl- We can either try an approach
in which the goals at a higher (here the top) level
are reversed to stop the conflicting goals' holding
periods overlapping altogether (by reversing Gl and
G2) or try to achieve the conflicting goals in the
opposite order. It is sufficient to try to achieve
the conflicting goals in the other order only once.
This can be done whilst still preserving linearity
as far as possible by moving the precondition (GZl)
whose achievement made a previously achieved goal
(Gl) not hold, immediately in front of the goal as
shown in figure 10.

Approach: CL(B); CL(C); CL(A); ON(B.C); CL(B); ON(A.B)

Ifl -Agg,}.t)- f~N!.!.S:1. _ Iii PUTON(A.BII~I! I!I 1!11!llfl I!I ~. f
-FIGURE 8 -

Plan
Sequence:

.STRIPS. 

by re-achieving the ON(A.B) goal. can
solve this problem with a longer than necessary
plan because the world produced after interaction
is such that .:he goals can still be achieved. A
problem I ha~~ been considering -the Keys & Boxes
problem (Michie. 1974) -has interactions which
would preclude a STRIPS-like problem solver from
fi.1ding any solution. Interactions occur in otherproblems. 

a simple example being the problem of
swapping the values of two registers of a computer..
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Gll
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I

Using g(lal interactions to sug~est n~
approaches to tacklin~ a problem

G12 .

.GZI

Approach:

Gll; G12; G21; Glj

FIGURE 10 -

We shall say that we PROMOTE t1-.e precondition.
Moving it further back through the goals to be
worked upon would still try to achieve the con-
flicting goals in the opposite order but would
risk further possibilities for other intermediate
goals to interact with the precondition being pro-
moted. ~Qte that the promoted precondition (G21)
may interact with earlier goals and may need to be
shifted again due to different interactions. Sub-
goals intermediate between G2 and G21 if they exist
may need to be promoted also.

If in both orders the same goals achieved by
suita~le operator sequences still interact andcan-
not hold together, the problem cannot be solved by
this approa.ch.

C11rrent means-end analysis problem solvers
are not capable of solving problems which have
certain kinds of goal interaction. Also. with the
exception of some systems at HIT (e.g. HACKER).
they do not use interactions amongst goals to
guide the search for a solution. I mentioned earl-
ier that all interleavings of goals. and the sub-
goals needed to a~~ieve those goals. should have
the potential of being considered. Generally.
only very few of the possible interleavings need
be considered. An assumption. such as is made by
many existing problem solvers. that goals can l,e
achieved in the ordtr given without interaction
(linearily) is. however. a very powerful heuristic.
My own work in problem solving (Tate. 1974) is
based upon ~he powerfu~ heuristics used in STRIPS
and other problem solvers. but I am anxious not to
let these assumptions rule the type of problems
which can be dealt with. I'roven contradictions of
these assumptions during problem solving can dir-
ect the search to consider appropriate inter-
leavings of plan parts to remove interactions.

The technique described above has been incor-
porated into a problem solver, INTERPLAN (described

The information gained from the discovery of

~f1
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in Tate. 1974). which has been applied to a vari-
ety of problems. A trace of INTERPLAN on the 3-
blocks problem is given in figure 11.

: GOAL «ON A B» «ON B C»;

ENTERING INTERPLAN WITH INITIAL SITUATION 1

** ACHIEVE « ON A B » IN 1 atte.ptinl «ON A 1»
** ACHIEVE « CL A » IN 1 and then «ON B C»
** APPLY « ACTCL A » TO 1 TO GIVE 2

*. APPLY« PUTON A B» TO 2 TO GIVE 3
*. ACHIEVE « ON B C» IN 3
.* ACHIEVE « CL B» IN 3
..APPLY « ACTCL B» TO 3 TO GIVE 4

PROTECTION VIOLATION REORDER
*. ACHIEVE « ON B C » IN 1
** A"PLY « PUTON B C » TO 1 TO GIVE S
** ACHIEVE « ON A B » IN S
*. ACHIEVE « CL A» IN S
*. APPLY « ACTCL A » TO S TO GIVE 6

PROTECTION VIOLATION PROMOTE
** ACHI~VE « CL A » IN 1
.* APPLY « ACTCL A» TO 1 TO GIVE 7
..ACHIEVE « ON B C » IN 7
*. APPLY « PUTON B C » TO 7 TO GIVE 8
** ACHIEVE« ON A B» IN 8
..APPLY « PUTON A B » TO 8 TO GIVE 9

** CPU TIKE -2.109 SEtS

"\

attemptina «ON B C»
and then «ON A 1»

attempting «CL A»
then «ON I C»

and then «ON A 8»

~
« ACTCL A »
« PUtON B C »
« PUtON A B »

: APPROACH

-1001 «CL A»
2 «ON B C»
1 «ON A B »

-1001 indicate. « CL A» i. a

precondition for the &oa1 ref.1

FIGURE 11 -
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